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26 April 2021

Dr S Rubakantha
**EMAIL ONLY**
** REFERRED TO PM LEGAL **
33 Warwick Crest
Arthur Road
Edgbaston
Birmingham
B15 2LH

Dear Dr Rubakantha

I am aware that you have received a letter from Mr Ian Bush raising a number of concerns. I want to write to you to try to
put your mind at rest.
Mr Bush is in dispute with me, MetroPM and Jack Lee and Matt Rendu. I am very sorry that you have been drawn into his
dispute by him writing to you.
I am conscious that this is a very difficult time for all the residents following the EWS 1 survey. Mr Bush makes several
statements which are not correct, and which have caused several residents undue anxiety.
Firstly, please be assured that no works will be agreed or carried out without you having the opportunity to comment
beforehand. MetroPM and the Board of Directors believe it is essential to consult fully with all leaseholders on these
matters and we will continue to do so by providing regular updates both for your information and as required by law.
We are working hard to establish the extent of the works needed and to get quotations for the likely cost. We need to do
this before we can advise you of the decisions that must be made, the works which need to be carried out and the likely
costs involved. We are working closely with recognised experts in fire and safety of high-rise blocks. For example: CHPK
Ltd (CHPK) and JB Leitch solicitors. Here are details of their web sites:

https://www.jbleitch.co.uk/about-us
https://www.fire-engineer.co.uk/

Fire safety in high rise buildings is a highly specialised area and has been made more onerous because of the Grenfell
Tower fire. The issues highlighted by Grenfell have meant that the number of professionals who are able and insured to
undertake work is very limited. As time has gone by the professionals able and insured to advise have also become very
busy and lead times for advice and work are long. We have been fortunate in retaining the professionals we have on your
behalf as promptly as we have.
At this stage we do not have detailed specifications and costings of the works needed but this is being compiled as a
matter of urgency.
I note that Mr Bush has indicated a cost for each leaseholder of £40,000. Until a full costed tender specification has been
prepared it is not possible to establish the extent of the costs involved. However, being engaged with projects of this
nature elsewhere, we do not expect costs to be this high and I wonder how Mr Bush has arrived at this figure.
Once we have completed all the investigation work, we will produce a comprehensive report to you and we will arrange a
meeting for all residents so that you can comment on what works should be done and what works should be programmed
for the future. No works will be engaged until that consultation has taken place. Furthermore, there is a statutory process
for the approval of works to leasehold flats involving statutory approvals and consultation and we will comply fully and
properly with those requirements.
At this stage we are awaiting the consultants, CHPK, to prepare the specification of works required, who will then obtain
tenders from professional contractors who have the necessary credentials to undertake the specialist works. We are also
seeking advice on your behalf from JB Leitch as to any recoveries which might be possible from third parties such as
Everest, the company who installed the double glazing.
CHPK have said that they are happy to attend a meeting with all leaseholders to answer any questions or queries you
may have.
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Alongside the fire and other safety works highlighted by the EWS1 and subsequent intrusive surveys, we are also working
on the annual planned maintenance programme. You will recall that some of this work is provided for in the current
budget and approved at the AGM, for example the rear spine windows, lift repairs and the like.
We are looking at whether it will be possible to make longer-term savings by carrying out other works while the scaffolding
is in place. This could save significant cost and expense in the future.
It will be your collective decision as to what and how much work you wish to undertake. I should stress that the works
required by the EWS1 survey will need to be treated as critical. Obviously, cost is a major consideration in these
decisions, and we are acutely aware of that and we will ensure these are kept under scrutiny.
There are two other matters raised by Mr Bush which I need to specifically comment upon.

Right to manage
Mr Bush suggests that you should be setting up a company to have the right to manage. Please bear in mind that many of
you are shareholders in the management company and the company also owns the freehold. There seems little point in
adopting a Right to Manage against yourselves where in fact you already have this right and you appoint Directors and
vote on decisions affecting the estate at General Meetings.

Repairs to the lift
It was agreed at the AGM in 2018 that these works would take place over time and as soon as practicable. These are
essential works and by not doing them the remaining unrepaired lift could fail, leaving many residents vulnerable. The
advice and schedule of works and tender documentation received from specialist lift consultants has been discussed with
the Board over several years and following detailed reports from these lift consultants, the Board was advised to bring into
effect an urgent schedule of repairs to avoid failures of the lift which would leave vulnerable residents exposed. If any
leaseholder wishes to inspect the schedule of works required, they are invited to contact MetroPM to inspect these.
I hope that these explanations are helpful. However, if you are concerned about your position or the works needed in
general, please do feel free to call me and I will be more than happy to discuss these with you. I have worked tirelessly
with the Directors of the Warwick Crest management company to protect your position and I will do everything I can to
ensure that the building is compliant and safe and that we do not incur unnecessary costs. I also attend site regularly and
so if you see me, please do feel free to ask me any questions face-to-face.
Lastly, Mr. Bush has made several allegations against me, MetroPM and two of the directors of the management
company (Mr Jack Lee and Mr Matt Rendu). These allegations are untrue and will be defended. I am sorry that you have
been troubled with them. I will deal with them directly with Mr Bush and I do not propose to discuss them in detail in this
letter.
I can appreciate the concerns you may have, and I am very anxious to be completely clear with you. As I have said
earlier, please do not hesitate to give me a call if you are in any way concerned or would like further information.

Yours sincerely

Matthew Arnold FRICS
Managing Director
For and on Behalf of MetroPM
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